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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION 
The Electronic Revolution which undoubtedly is still in its infancy 
has given man an incredibly powerful tool with which to solve many of 
the problems faced in today's highly technological society. This doc­
ument deals with the application of this tool, the high speed digital 
computer, to problem solving in fluid dynamics. 
Since the advent of the high speed digital computer, an extensive 
effort has been made toward obtaining solutions to fluid dynamics prob­
lems for which there exist concise mathematical descriptions yielding 
a system of equations and boundary conditions that represent an approxi­
mation to various physical processes. Many different mathematical de­
scriptions exist depending upon the nature of the assumptions inherent 
in the derivation. The present work concentrates on fluid dynamics prob­
lems in which the flow is assumed to have a compressible and nonviscous 
nature. Such flow problems are adequately described by the Euler equa­
tions. An additional simplification (not restriction) which is made in 
the present work is that of two-dimensional flow. 
There are many computer codes in existence for solving the two-di­
mensional Euler equations (1-3). Unfortunately, each of them was writ­
ten with a particular class of problems in mind. This places restric­
tions on the range of applicability of any computer code. Such restric­
tions may be categorized as those pertaining to the physics of the flow 
and those pertaining to the problem geometry description. These two 
categories are not necessarily independent. The former category in-
2 
eludes such things as the development of flow singularities, disconti­
nuities, or steep gradients for which there is inadequate numerical 
treatment. The latter category involves the manner in which the flow 
field grid point distribution is defined relative to a base coordinate 
system. For example, a typical restriction of this type arises when a 
shock boundary is defined in Cartesian variables as Xg = Xs(y,t) and 
possibly due to some interaction process, the shock slope, 9Xg/3y, be­
comes unbounded at some point. This difficulty can certainly be reme­
died in a given situation by a coordinate rotation or some other trick 
but in the general case any such trick, which may well require exten­
sive code modification, will undoubtedly have similar limitations of its 
own. It is the purpose of this research effort to lift some of these 
restrictions by developing a generalized two-dimensional Euler equation 
solver using a modular approach and a very general treatment of the mod­
ule geometry thus providing one computer code capable of solving a wide 
variety of two-dimensional fluid dynamics problems. 
Modular Approach 
Although the present approach and the resulting computer code are 
in no way limited to supersonic flow problems, such problems do provide 
a more extensive test of the general concepts developed. As a result, 
the discussion presented herein will tend to emphasize the application 
of the present approach to supersonic flqw. 
Many steady and unsteady supersonic flow problems contain multiple 
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regions of continuous flow, each of which is either bounded by a surface 
across which the flow is discontinuous such as a shock wave or a slip 
surface or bounded by an impermeable surface such as the body. For ex­
ample, consider the classical planar shock diffraction problem depicted 
schematically in Figure 1 (4). Four different wave patterns are shown 
which illustrate the existence of various distinct flow regions or mod­
ules. Such behavior is typical of virtually all inviscid shock inter­
action problems. The present effort is to develop a computational solv­
er which is designed to compute the solution to the Euler equations in 
an arbitrary module. The complete flow problem may consist of many of 
these modules coupled together through the appropriate application of 
boundary condition procedures. For example, the single Mach reflection 
problem may be described with two modules as shown in Figure 2. These 
modules share a slip surface as a common boundary. 
Since the present approach requires that the flow module boundaries 
also be computational boundaries a generalized mapping of the independ­
ent variables must be performed (see Figure 3). It is clear that in 
the general case these module boundaries are time-varying in nature. 
Such boundaries must therefore be capable of assuming virtually any 
shape dictated by the governing equations. Consequently, it is espe­
cially important that there is no built in dependence of the validity 
of the module geometry description (grid point distribution and move­
ment) on the particular base coordinate system chosen as a reference 
frame. The unique manner in which the present technique avoids such 
m m  
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dependence is described in a later section. 
A literature search reveals that while extensive information exists 
on the idea of patching together of solutions, for example in boundary 
layer-inviscid interactions, etc., very little information is available 
on the present modular type of approach. Ludloff and Friedman (5) solve 
the Mach reflection planar shock diffraction problem with what is appar­
ently two modules although they do not specifically indicate such an 
approach. 
In contrast to the lack of information available on the modular 
type approach, considerable information is available on the subject of 
generalized geometry. Various types of automatic grid generation pro­
cedures have been developed (6-15) some of which have been applied to 
domains with moving boundaries (1,13,16). The present approach (17) 
uses the automatic grid generation procedure of Thompson, Thames, and 
Mastin (6) and extends it in a unique way to allow for domains with 
time varying as well as arbitrarily shaped boundaries. 
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CHAPTER II. GOVERNING EQUATIONS 
The two-dimensional unsteady Euler equations are written in con­
servation-law form in Cartesian coordinates as 
where q, f, and g are given by 
p pu pv 
pu P + pu^ puv 
. f = , 9 = 2 pv puv P + pv 
e (p + e)u (p + e)v 
•with (u.v) representing the Cartesian (x,y) velocity components, p the 
density, p the static pressure, and e the total energy per unit volume, 
e is related to p, p, u, v through the equation 
e = :^ + f(u^ + v?) 
where y is the ratio of thermal capacities of the fluid. 
Cartesian coordinates are used as the base coordinate system but 
in order to map bodies and other surfaces on to constant coordinate 
lines, the following coordinate mapping is introduced (see Figure 3). 
T = t 
K = Ç(t,x,y) Î 
n = n(t,x,y) 
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The governing equations are transformed by this mapping according to 
Vivland (18) Into a new strong conservation-law form written as 
where 
If+ -^11 = « 
and 
ÏÏ ° iq 
F = Kç^q + Çj + ÇyÏÏ) 
6 = iCn^q + n f^ + Hyâ) 
I = • Vç ' ^ 
J - - Y% 
J is the Jacobian of the mapping and I is the Jacobian of the inverse 
mapping. The metrics of the mapping are related to the metrics of the 
inverse mapping by the equations 
iÇt •= - Vn 
" "*ii 
lit ° Vç -
In* - -yç 
In., " Xp 
10 
Using Equation 5, Equation 4 Is rewritten as 
Q » Iq 
? ° (Vn • Vn'^ + V - *ti9 • ® 
G = (x^yç - y^Xg)q - yçf + x^g 
Conservation-law form of the governing equations is necessary according 
to Lax (19) to ensure that the jump conditions existing across weak 
solutions are automatically satisfied. This form of the governing 
equations thus adds a shock-capturing capability to the resulting com­
puter code. 
9 
The governing equations are transformed by this mapping according to 
Viviand (18) into a new strong conservation-law form written as 
I f +  w  +  "  
where 
ÏÏ = iq 
F = Kç^q + Kj + y) 
G = l(T1|.q + Tljçf + Tly?) 
and 
I = - Vç ° 7 
J = - Y% 
J is the Jacobian of the mapping and 
mapping. The metrics of the mapping 
inverse mapping by the equations 
I is the Jacobian of the inverse 
are related to the metrics of the 
'«t " Vn • Vn 
«X ° -"n 
" "*n 
int = Vç -
- -H 
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CHAPTER III.. GEOMETRY 
There appears to be no universal procedure in the literature for 
treating the metric and Jacobian terms appearing in Equation 6. This 
section, therefore, attempts to identify some ground rules which are 
followed in the treatment of these terms. The concepts involved are 
more completely discussed by Steger (1). The rules stem from accuracy 
considerations and are based on the intuitive suggestion that for a 
scheme to be considered a good one, the flowfield code which it supports 
must be capable of exact reproduction of a uniform flow. That is, with 
the boundary values held fixed at some uniform flow conditions and the 
initial flow field set to these same conditions, the finite-difference 
algorithm should exactly reproduce this same flow field for all time. 
This is actually a statement of the independence that should exist 
between the flow and the grid distribution geometry for the case of 
uniform flow. It provides a simple test for an existing numerical 
algorithm and provides a criterion which ties down many of the 
questions arising in code development work regarding the manner in 
which the metrics of Equation 6 should be computed. 
Consider the expanded form of Equation 3, 
^ V - ] 
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Replace 1^, by some finite-difference operators, say 
resulting in 
r^ [ iq ]  +  +  r „ [ (Vç  '  Vç '^ ]  
* r,[-y|F]^ r;[-x^l+ r^[x^]= o 
where the superscripts a and b appearing on the metric terms are used 
for later reference to identify two different numerical representations 
of the same quantity. Now for a uniform flow, since f = f(q), g = g(q), 
and it is required that q = constant throughout the flowfield for all 
time, then r^[q] = r^["q] = r^[q] = r^[f] = r^[f] = r^[g] = r^[g] = 0 
and the following conditions result: 
r^[l] + r^[y^x= - - y^x| ] = 0 9 
rç [y ' ] - r .Ly j ]»  °  10 
- r,[xb]. 0 11 
Note that the differential analogs of these equations are simply 
identities for a well-behaved mapping. Clearly, Equations 10 and 11 
are satisfied if the metrics are differenced with the same operators 
as those used in the finite-difference scheme. Equation 9, however, 
is a numerical representation of an identity coined by Thomas and 
13 
Lombard (20) as the geometric conservation law (GCL), It says that 
the GCL equation 
I? * - Vn] + ln[vç - yrXg]* ° ' 12 
must be differenced in an identical manner to the flow equations, Equa­
tion 7. This result is nontrivial only in the case of a time varying 
grid. Thomas and Lombard (20) reached the same conclusion with con­
sistency arguments and analogy with finite-volume methods. It must be 
pointed out, however, that Equations 9-11 insofar as the present ef­
fort is concerned are strictly a result of choosing the strong conser­
vation-law representation of the governing equations. If the weak 
conservation-law form of the equations had been chosen, a different 
set of conditions would result for the differencing of the metric 
gradients appearing in the source terms. The use of the nonconservative 
form of the equations results in no special geometry differencing re­
quirements whatsoever. 
Thus far two sets of metric values have been identified. They are 
referred to as a-metrics and b-metrics based on their superscript. 
The conditions indicated by Equations 10 and 11 dictate the manner in 
which the b-metrics are to be computed. However, the calculation of the 
a-metrics is still a free choice. Although the two sets represent the 
same physical quantities, they need not be numerically equivalent. In 
fact, it is shown in a subsequent section that the manner in which the 
a-metrics are computed is dictated by the accuracy with which the inte­
14 
grated Jacobian value, I, resulting from Equation 9, represents the 
actual Jacobian of the mapping. 
The calculation of the metrics requires knowledge of the coordi­
nates (x,y) of each grid point. Determination of these coordinates 
and the speed with which the points move (x^,y^) is the subject of the 
next section. 
Grid and Gridspeed Operators 
In order to determine the metric quantities the coordinates (x,y) 
of each grid point must be known. Also grid point speeds (x^,y^) are 
required to advance both the flow solution and the Jacobian (Equations 
7 and 12) in time. Due to the time varying nature of the grid bounda­
ries the location and speed of each interior grid point is necessarily 
dependent upon the location and speed of the boundary points. Two meth­
ods for obtaining such dependence are now described. This elliptic-type 
dependence may be obtained for the grid by following the approach of 
Thompson, Thames, and Mastin (6). That is, given the boundary point 
coordinates (x,y), the interior grid point coordinates are required to 
satisfy the nonlinear elliptic coupled partial differential equations 
G[x] = 0, G[y] =0 13 
plus specified boundary values where 
15 
a2 3% 
-6 
+ I^{P(T,E,N) |Ç +  Q(T,Ç .ri)|^) 14 
2 2 G = Xn + 
B = XgXn + 
15 
16 
4 * 4  17 
and P(T,Ç,ri), Q(T,S:n) are forcing functions which may be used to con­
centrate grid lines where they are most needed.^ 
The requirement that (x,y) satisfy Equation 13 plus boundary con­
di t ions al lows determinat ion of the gr id.  However,  the grid speed values 
are still unknown on the interior points. The boundary point speeds 
are assumed known since these values typically represent the speed of 
shock points, etc., which are determined from the flow solution. Inte­
rior values for (x^,y^) could, of course, be obtained with backward 
finite-differences but this requires extra information at the initial 
data surface and may be inconsistent with the scheme used to advance 
the boundary point locations in time. In addition, the solution to 
Equation 13 must be iterative due to the nonlinearity of the operator, 
G. Another approach, and the one used in the present study, is to 
differentiate Equation 13 with respect to T which, for a one-to-one 
^P(T,ç,n), Q(T,Ç,n) are taken to be zero in the present study. 
16 
mapping, yields the equation 
s[I] ^  F 
where 
r - t + Q/^) 
G + Cj^(T,ç,n)|ç CgfT.S.nigg 
+ CgC-c.ç.Ti)!^ + C^(T,5,n)g^ 
Cg(T,S,n)â^ G + Gy(T,Ç,n)gç 
+ Cg(T,ç,n)|j^ + Cg(T,Ç,Tl)~ 
and 
Cj(T.ç.n) = 2{x^^xç - xç^x^ + KPXç + Qx^)y^) 
CgfT.S.n) = 2(XççX^ - Xç^Xç - KPXç + Qx^)y^) 
C3(T,ç,t,) = 2(x^^yg - Xç^y^ - KPXç + qx^)x^) 
C^Cr.ç.n) = 2(Xççy^ - x^^y^ + I(PXç + Qx^)x^) 
CglT.ç..,) = 2(y^^Xç - yg^x^ + KPyç + Qy,)y,) 
C6(T,ç.n) = 2(yççx_^ - yç^Xç - I(Py. + Qy^jy^) 
C^Cx.ç.n) = 2(y^„yç - y^^y^ - KPy^ + qy^)x^) 
CGFT.S.N) = 2(Y^GY^ - Y^^YÇ + KPY^ + QY^)XG) 
17 
Once the coordinates (x,y) are known at each grid point, the metric 
quantities and their derivatives may be obtained with finite-differences. 
The result is that the system of partial differential equations repre­
sented by Equation 18 is linear in the dependent variables (x^,y^) with 
known variable coefficients and a direct method of solution to its 
finite-difference representation may be employed to determine (x^,y^) 
at all interior points when given the boundary point speeds. In addi­
tion, the grid point locations may be determined from a simple time 
integration of these computed speeds rather than by solving the non­
linear system given by Equation 13. This point is discussed in the 
next chapter. 
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CHAPTER IV. COUPLING OF GEOMETRY TREATMENT 
AND FINITE-DIFFERENCE SCHEME 
Several points are considered in this chapter involving the accu­
racy of the procedures developed. This accuracy is intimately connect­
ed to the coupling which exists between the finite-difference scheme 
chosen to integrate the governing equations and the treatment of the 
geometry. MacCormack's standard unsplit predictor-corrector scheme (21) 
is used to integrate the flow equations. Equation 7, and the GCL equa­
tion, Equation 12 in time. Define A^, to be forward and backward 
difference operators respectively on the Jl-index = ^j+l,k " 
Qj 1^). Then the finite-difference form of Equations 7 and 12 becomes 
predictors; 
(iq)"« = (iq)" - - x^g)"] 
- 21 
jnrt . i" _ At 
- - Vn'"] 
22 
correctors: 
^ (Iq)" 
23 
19 
JH+I . l{in+l  ^ jn . . x^y%)"+l] 
The value of obtained from Equation 24 must accurately re­
flect the true grid structure at n+1. The grid must therefore be ad­
vanced in time in such a way that the Jacobian, Ig*^, as computed with 
finite-differences from the new grid point locations (x,y)"*^ is an 
accurate representation of That is 
E = l| - I"*' 111^ 
.where e is a small number. Two methods exist for controlling the order 
of e. The manner in which the new grid is obtained from a time inte­
gration controls the value of and the manner in which the a-metrics 
9 
in Equations 21-24 are treated controls the value of It is shown 
In the Appendix that if the grid is advanced in time by the Euler 
predictor-modified Euler corrector scheme given by 
predictors: 
correctors: 
. x" + a? 
25 
„ÎST . n  ^ AT 
.n+1 _ l/..n . ..n+1 
7^ X - . 4(x" + x"" + AT xf 1) 
20 
» |(y" + + iT yfT) 26 
and the a-metrics are differenced (with AÇ = An = 1) as 
< ' • yf = Yj[/] 
xf . . 4" -
27 
^ ] ' y|" ^ ] 
28 
where 6^ is the central difference operator on the &-index {i.e., 
= iCw.m - ^he shift operator on the 
jl-index where the superscript + indicates the shift direction {i.e., 
]= 0%+l.m)' th*" 
E = 0(AT^,AT^AÇ,AT^ARI) 
This is of higher order than the accuracy of the numerical determination 
of from the formula 
An additional result of obtaining (x,y) from Equations 25 and 26 
is that 
,n+lr.n+li,, «n+1 r n+1 
21 
where g ~ O(AT^). That is, (x,y) at the new time are very accurate 
representations of the values obtained by solving Equation 13 at n+1. 
This fact provides some assurance that the grid will remain nicely 
structured as it moves in time. 
22 
CHAPTER v.- ALGORITHM 
The algorithm for applying the procedures described in the preced­
ing chapters to an arbitrary module is described in what follows. A 
priori knowledge of the initial boundary point locations and their 
speeds, and the initial flow solution, q", is assumed. 
1. Given (x,y)" at all boundary points, compute (x,y)" at all inte­
rior points initially by solving the coupled equations G"[X] = 0, 
G"[y] = 0. 
2. Compute the a-metrics from Equation 27. 
3. Compute the b-metrics from 
yf = 4M. 
• vf - 4  
4 .  Given (x^,y^)" at all boundary points, compute (x^,y^)" at all 
interior points by solving Equation 18. 
5. Compute the Jacobian, l", from the equation 
6. Apply Equations 21 and 22 to yield and 1"*^ at all grid 
points.^ 
^Special difference equations are actually used at boundary points. 
23 
7. Apply Equation 25 to yield (x.y)"*^ at all grid points. 
8. Compute and apply boundary conditions to 
obtain the boundary speed (i.e., shock speed, etc.). 
9. Compute a-metri-cs from Equation 28. 
10. Compute b-metrics from 
11. Given (x^,y^)'^at all boundary points, compute (x^.y^)'^ at 
all interior points by solving Equation 18. 
12. Apply Equations 23 and 24 to yield at all grid 
1 points. 
13. Apply Equation 26 to yield (x,y)"*^ at all grid points. 
14. Compute and apply boundary conditions to 
correct and provide (x^,y^)"^^ on the boundaries. 
15. Go to step 2. 
^Special difference equations are actually used at boundary points. 
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CHAPTER VI. INITIAL AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
Initial Conditions 
The techniques developed in the present effort revolve around the 
concept of generality. The determination of an initial flow field for 
an arbitrary problem does not lend itself to a general treatment. As 
a result, the initial solution for a given flow configuration is treat­
ed as an independent problem and is not part of the existing computer 
code. 
Boundary Conditions 
The algorithm described in the previous chapter applies to an arbi­
trary module. Steps 8 and 14 require the application of some boundary 
condition procedures. It is through this application that neighboring 
modules are coupled together, flow tangency requirements are satisfied, 
etc. The boundary conditions used in the present effort are all applied 
with the same general philosophy. That is, some approximate boundary 
values of the flow variables are obtained at all boundaries of all mod­
ules by advancing the flow solution at the boundary points in time with 
modified versions of Equations 21-24. These modified versions incorpo­
rate one-sided differences where required. Onçe an estimate for the 
flow variables at the boundaries is obtained, it is corrected by some 
means to reflect the particular type of boundary present. 
25 
Body boundary conditions 
Many procedures exist for applying flow tangency at a body surface 
(22,23). However, since this boundary type is not shared by another 
module, the boundary condition here is relatively uninteresting in the 
present context and will not be discussed at any length. The two ap­
proaches found to be most useful and simple to apply are mentioned brief­
ly. 
One approach is to accept the estimates of total momentum and pres­
sure with an option to accept density or determine it from a known en­
tropy value. The momentum components are then adjusted so as to provide 
the correct tangency condition. The second approach is to solve the 
surface normal momentum equation for pressure with the other variables 
treated as in the first approach. 
Shock boundary conditions 
A shock may or may not be an interface between two modules. Con­
sider Figure 4. If the upstream side of the shock is a uniform flow as 
in Figure 4a, it need not be distinct and treated as a separate module. 
The more general case, shown in Figure 4b, will be discussed where two 
modules share the shock as a common boundary. The former situation is a 
special case of this. The Thomas et al. (24) pressure approach is used 
for obtaining the shock boundary speed normal to the current shock at, 
say, the jth shock point. This approach requires that the flow solution 
on the upstream side of the shock (module 1) and the pressure on the 
26 
Uniform R^ion (T) (pj^, pj^, qj^ = constant j ) 
szz^/yioo 
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^ ^ Module @ 
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Figure 4. Shock boundaries 
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downstream side (module? 2) be known. These values are obtained when 
the flow equations are advanced in time at all the module boundaries. 
Once this information is known, the normal shock speed at the jth point 
Is obtained from the equation 
The remaining flow variables on the downstream side are obtained from 
the Rankine-Hugoniot relations (25). Details of the application of 
Thomas' approach are given by Kutler (26). 
In many cases it is undesirable to propagate a given shock point 
in a direction normal to the current shock. Thus the actual shock 
point speed (x^,y^)j is not necessarily equivalent to the normal shock 
speed just described. Many investigators propagate shock points along 
constant coordinate lines. This is also undesirable in some cases. 
The precise determination of the shock point speed from the normal 
speed and an additional condition is described in a later section and 
is applicable to the general module boundary point speed. 
Slip surface boundary conditions 
A slip surface boundary has no upstream or downstream side since 
the flow tangency condition is required. Consider Figure 5. Estimates 
for all the flow variables at the jth point in both modules 1 and 2 
are obtained as described at the beginning of this chapter. These es-
A A. A 
Pjl' Pjl' ^J'l 
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ni 
Points j 
g= Constant 
7? 
A A A 
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Figure 5. Slip surface interface 
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timates are denoted by 
and 
A ^ —— /A A \ 
The normal unit vector to the current slip surface at point j is given 
by 
Hj = (a«e) 
where 
"fn . *n 
A = / 0 I>. 3 = 
K * A' H * A 
in terms of the metrics at point jThe correct solution at point j 
must satisfy the relations 
'^1 '^2 
• "j ° \ • "j ° "j, = ' "j 
where V. is the velocity of the slip surface in the direction of n^ 
JS J 
The procedure used to satisfy these conditions is now given. 
^This assumes that the slip surface is given by Ç = constant. 
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Set 
"ji ' '02 = 
/\ /\ /\ A /S 
"Jj ' \ ' &(% • "j - "li • "j'"j 
• "J - • "j'"j 
and 
"jl = * + (' - "'(s )^ 
p. = b p + (1 - b)(^y 
Jo Jo W o  /  
where a and b are 0 or 1 providing for the option to use the known en­
tropy value, $2 or S2, at the upstream end of the slip surface boundary 
when computing the density. The actual determination of the slip sur­
face point speed (x^,y^) is the same as for any other boundary point 
once the normal velocity, V. , of the point is determined. As mentioned 
"'s 
for the shock boundary condition, this is discussed in a more general 
setting in a later section. Other methods for treating slip surface 
boundaries are given by Shankar, Anderson, and Kutler (27), de Neef 
(28), and Marconi (29), 
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Other boundary conditions 
Various other types of boundaries often arise such as supersonic 
inflow, outflow, and symmetry plane boundaries. These boundaries are 
artificial in nature and do not act as interface boundaries between 
separate modules. Their treatment is straightforward and therefore 
will not be discussed here. 
Corner Conditions 
The boundary conditions previously described work quite well for 
interior^ boundary points. Difficulties arise, however, at points 
where two boundaries intersect. At such points, typically at least 
two sets of conditions must be met by the solution. The problem is 
over-specified and the correct answer satisfying all sets of conditions 
is obtained only as the steady-state limiting solution if such a solu­
tion is obtainable. The result is that only some of the conditions may 
be specifically enforced as boundary conditions and the remainder of 
them are used to check the validity of the resulting numerical solution. 
Such a procedure is used by Ludloff and Friedman (5) on a planar shock 
diffraction problem. The real trick is to determine which conditions 
are most important. 
^Boundary points j = 2,3,****,0MAX-1 are considered as interior 
boundary points. 
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Many different types of corners may arise in a general setting 
such as the present one. In fact, if all possibilities are accounted 
for and n different types of boundaries are permitted, then m different 
types of corners can arise where m is given by 
n 
m = S k 
k=l 
Thus, if only five boundary types are permitted, say, shock, slip sur­
face, body, supersonic outflow, and supersonic inflow, then fifteen 
corner types are possible. Two representative situations are described 
in the following two subsections. 
Simple intersection 
Consider the intersection corner of a supersonic outflow boundary 
and a body as depicted in Figure 5. The flow solution at points B and 
C is determined by extrapolation along lines 2 and 3. The flow solu­
tion at points D and E is obtained by enforcing surface tangency to 
the initial integrated estimates. The solution at point A is some com­
bination of these two requirements. The actual procedure used is to 
first alter the estimate already present at point A by extrapolation 
along line 1 (the body surface). Then enforce surface tangency to the 
extrapolated solution. 
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Complex intersection 
The most difficult corners to treat are those occurring at the 
ends of module interface boundaries. An example is the corner formed by 
the intersection of two shocks with a slip surface emanating from the 
intersection point. This multiple module common corner is shown in 
Figure 7. Four separate flow regions are actually involved here but 
for the sake of simplicity, assume that regions A and B are uniform 
flow regions separated by the straight shock I. Then point 'c' in mod­
ule C and point 'd' in module D are treated as described in the shock 
boundary condition subsection. The points labeled 'a' are treated as 
described in the slip surface boundary condition subsection. The 
points labeled 'b' must somehow reflect both the fact that they lie at 
a shock-shock intersection point and that a slip surface is present 
with additional conditions to be satisfied. Satisfaction of all condi­
tions is only met once the shocks and the slip surface are in the cor­
rect location and satisfy the correct jump conditions. The procedure 
used in the present study is as follows. Compute one value of pressure 
at points 'b' from the average 
Pi = P2 = Pb ' I'Pl + P2' 
where the hat quantities are integrated estimates of pressure at points 
1 and 2. Use the value of pj^ and the known upstream flow variables in 
regions A and B to apply the shock scheme and provide the flow vari­
ables on the downstream side at points 1 and 2. This solution satis-
ec 
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fies the shock relations and the requirement that = pg but the slip 
surface tangency requirement is not satisfied and will not be in gener­
al until the solution converges. If the slip surface tangency condi­
tion is now enforced, then the shock relations are no longer satisfied. 
Since the slip surface is an effect rather than a cause, it is reason­
able to assume that the satisfaction of the shock relations is more 
Important. 
The grid points on the boundaries all have an associated normal 
grid speed component which is obtained by some method. This method 
.has been described for shocks and slip surfaces. The points of inter­
section of two boundaries must therefore have a grid speed component 
normal to each boundary. Regardless of the type of boundary intersec­
tion, the corner grid point speed is determined as shown in Figure 8. 
Define 
General Corner Speed 
"a = "B = 
Then the corner grid speed is given by 
\) 
30 
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Figure 8. Corner grid point speeds 
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General Boundary Point Speed 
Once the corner point speeds are determined at both ends of a mod­
ule boundary and the boundary interior normal speeds are determined, 
then the actual evaluation of the boundary point speeds (x^,y^) may 
proceed (see Figure 9). The known quantities are Z^, 7j, and Vj , j = 
Compute Gj, Ej from 
Gj = (Ij - . (ïïj X I) 
= (Zj - Vj^) • (ïïj X k) 
where IT is the unit vector normal to the x-y plane. Then for the jth 
interior boundary point, 
Cj = El + - ^l' 
and 
Ëj = Cj("j * k) 
so the speed of the jth boundary point is simply 
h ' ^ 'j 
It may be that boundary point clustering toward some point on the bound­
ary is required in which case something other than the linear relation 
New Boundary 
(At= D'-n 
Original 
Boundary 
rj (Position Vectors from an 
Arbitrary Origin) J-1 
Figure 9. General boundary point speed 
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In Equation 31 could be chosen to compute Sj. For example, define 
dj = 0 
dj = |rj - rj_i|, j = 2,3,4, 
J 
and D = E d. j=l J 
Then 
where 
'j ' : il 
This procedure reduces to the original one when the dj are all equal 
for j > 1. The advantage of the latter scheme is that the relative 
boundary point spacing will remain approximately the same as it was 
initially. 
The procedures discussed for treating the problem geometry are 
capable of treating extremely general configurations. There are no 
built-in restrictions due to boundary description, base coordinate sys­
tem choice, etc. Several interesting problems were computed with the 
procedures presented and are discussed in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER VII. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
This section consists of two parts. The first deals with problems 
which were solved with one module. These problems provide an excellent 
test of the new geometry procedures developed in this study. The sec­
ond part deals with a simple, preliminary test of the multiple module 
capability for a problem with two modules and one interface boundary. 
A Single Module 
Numerical results for several problems requiring a single module 
are presented. The first is the blunt body problem. A blunt body with 
a circular cross section and a free-stream Mach number of 4 was chosen 
as a test case. The converged grid is shown in Figure 10. The shock 
location is compared to the experimental results of Kim (30), and the 
empirical results of Billig (31). Both the shock location and the in­
dicated sonic line location are compared to the numerical results of 
Daywitt and Anderson (32), Rizzi and Inouye (33), and Moretti (34). 
The comparisons are good between the present method and the various 
other numerical results. The stagnation streamline and body surface 
pressure is plotted in Figure 11. The slight overprediction of the 
stagnation point pressure is a result of using a two-dimensional 
Taylor expansion to arrive at the stagnation corner point solution. 
The known enthalpy and entropy values were not enforced but provide a 
convenient check of the numerical solution. 
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Figures 12 and 13 are results for a pointed 26.5 degree wedge at 
a free-stream Mach number of 1.44. This case has a detached shock wave 
as shown in Figure 12. The wedge body is gradually turned to be par­
allel to the free stream in order to obtain supersonic flow at the 
outflow boundary. Figure 12 Illustrates the converged grid and sonic 
line and compares the present results to the experimental results of 
Griffith (35). Figure 13 depicts the stagnation streamline and body 
surface pressure distribution comparison. The results show only fair 
agreement with experiment. The discrepancy in the expansion region 
is primarily due to the fact that Griffith's results are for a body 
with a sharp rather than a rounded corner. An interesting feature of 
Figure 13 is the pressure profile near the stagnation point. This 
profile tends to spike rather than approach with zero slope as would 
be the case for a blunted leading edge. It is this large gradient re­
gion which is blamed for the discrepancy observed in the stagnation 
streamline pressure profile. 
The results for a regular reflection planar shock diffraction 
problem with a shock Mach number of 4.71 and a ramp angle of 60 degrees 
are shown in Figures 14-16 and compared with the results of Kutler and 
Shankar (36) in Figures 15 and 16. Both the pressure and density dis­
tribution agree well with the Kutler and Shankar solution. It is in­
teresting to note the behavior of the pressure profile for this problem 
as It approaches the stagnation point. The profile tends toward a zero 
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slope when approaching along the stagnation streamline in contrast to 
the pointed wedge detached shock problem previously discussed but does 
tend to spike as the stagnation point is approached along the ramp. 
This problem is unique in that the grid never reaches a steady-state 
solution. As T -»• », X/T and y^ + y/t due to the self-similarity 
that exists with respect to time. The meaning of a converged grid in 
this case is when || x^ - X/T|| and || y^ - Y/TLL are sufficiently small. 
Based on this definition, the converged grid is shown in Figure 14. 
Note that a vortical singularity exists for this problem and is clearly 
shown in Figure 16. This singularity was captured by the present 
finite-difference algorithm. The computational domain for this prob­
lem represents a four-sided physical region. The supersonic inflow 
side of this region is an artificial boundary and its validity is due 
to the two-dimensional flow region which exists between the sonic line, 
shown in Figure 14, and the shock ramp intersection point. If the nu­
merical solution were required clear up to this intersection point, 
then the physical domain would have only three sides. The next example 
illustrates that such three-sided regions pose no serious threat to 
the present method. 
Consider a ten percent thick pointed ogive body immersed in a 
Mach 2 free stream. The coverged grid is shown in Figure 17, thus 
illustrating a three-sided physical domain. This region is mapped into 
a computational four-sided region by introducing a 'corner' point along 
the leading edge shock. The Jacobian of the inverse transformation 
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vanishes at this artificial corner thus creating a geometric singu­
larity. This type of singularity is simply an additional corner point 
option in the existing computer code. Solutions were also obtained 
with this singularity introduced on the ogive surface and on the super­
sonic outflow boundary instead of on the shock. No difficulties were 
encountered with any of these cases. Figure 18 illustrates the ogive 
body surface pressure distribution along with the numerical results of 
Schiff (37). The comparison is good. Special attention must now be 
directed to the grid structure in the vicinity of the geometric singu­
larity. The grid is extremely nonorthogonal in this region. Some 
researchers (38-39) have suggested in recent times that such nonor­
thogonal ity is undesirable from the standpoint of causing numerical 
difficulties or inaccuracies in the solution. This is certainly not 
true for the pointed ogive problem presented here. 
Two Modules 
The ogive body just discussed also serves as a test case of a dou­
ble module problem with the trailing edge shock forming the interface 
boundary between the two modules. Figure 19 illustrates the converged 
grid and both the leading edge and trailing edge shocks. À comparison 
is made which shows good agreement with the results of the single module 
ogive problem. In this case, the aft region is three-sided and a geo­
metric singularity is introduced along the symmetry boundary. The sur­
face pressure distribution along the ogive.and the symmetry boundary is 
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depicted in Figure 20 and compared ta the shock capturing results of 
Schiff (37). Generally good agreement is observed where the compari­
son can be made. The present solution, however, exhibits a slightly 
higher estimate of the pressure just behind the trailing edge shock. 
This reflects the fact that the shock slope is slightly larger than it 
should be at this point. This same behavior is observed behind the 
leading edge shock and is due to some slight inconsistency in the 
scheme used to treat this type of corner point. The anomaly appearing 
near the center of the aft region symmetry boundary is due to the exis­
tence of the geometric singularity. This is contrary to the findings 
for the three-sided region in the single module ogive case where no 
anomaly appeared. A possible explanation of this follows. The grid 
-for the single module case (Figure 17) appears to be near symmetric in 
some sense with respect to the singular point. Therefore, the trunca­
tion error in the solution, which is weakly dependent upon the problem 
geometry, will be essentially the same on either side of this point. 
Thus the solution will not be forced by the geometric contribution to 
the truncation error to exhibit a nonsmooth behavior through the singu­
larity. On the other hand, this symmetry does not exist for the double 
module case as seen in Figure 19. This causes the truncation error on 
one side of the singular point to be different from that on the other 
side which gives rise to a weak perturbation on the solution at points 
near the singularity where the geometric variables are rapidly changing. 
An additional test of the double module capability was conducted 
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on a single Mach reflection shock diffraction problem similar to the 
one shown in Figure 2. Region B is triangular and requires the use of 
a fictitious corner point (geometric singularity). This problem has 
a self-similar solution with respect to time as does the regular re­
flection problem of Figure 14. However, the existence of the slip sur­
face boundary for this case results in a strange behavior of the grid 
as the solution unfolds. The grid points near the center of the slip 
surface tend to converge toward one another and drive the transformation 
Jacobian toward zero thus ultimately resulting in program failure. This 
is the only problem for which such behavior was observed. This behavior 
is especially peculiar in light of the manner in which the boundary grid 
point spacing is obtained. Boundaries which are nearly straight such as 
this slip surface should maintain approximately whatever relative grid 
point distributions they started out with. This is due to the use of 
Equation 33 of the previous chapter for the determination of the boundary 
point speed from the normal velocity component. Therefore, it is not 
clear what the mechanism is which forces these grid points together. 
The fact that the grid for this problem does not have a steady state 
solution but rather expands forever in time may play some role in the 
difficulty encountered but such a difficulty was not observed for the 
regular reflection problem which also has this type of unsteady grid. 
One major difference between the regular reflection problem which was 
easily computed and the single Mach reflection problem which could not 
be successfully computed is the existence of the slip surface interface 
boundary in the latter case. This might tend to suggest that the grid 
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problem is related to the procedure used for applying the slip surface 
boundary condition. However, it is the opinion of the author that the 
problem encountered is due to the failure of the boundary grid point 
spacing procedure to adequately treat this unsteady grid problem and 
that the successful solution of the regular reflection problem was 
fortuitous. Further research is necessary to prove or disprove this 
claim. 
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. CHAPTER VIII. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
A general method is presented for solving the unsteady two-
dimensional Euler equations on multiple flow regions with arbitrarily-
shaped and time-varying boundaries. The method is applicable to prob­
lems with moving boundaries provided the velocity of such movement may 
be determined or specified. This includes problems with moving pis­
tons, structural deformations, accelerating bodies, moving or station­
ary discontinuity surfaces such as shocks and slip surfaces, etc. In 
the case of discontinuity surfaces, the scheme has the capability of 
capturing any discontinuities whose approximate shape and location is 
not known a priori provided the strength of such discontinuities is 
not excessive. 
The resulting computer code may be used to solve a wide variety 
of two-dimensional flow problems. The multiple flow region capability 
may be used to compute one flow field with multiple regions or it may 
be used to simultaneously perform a parametric study of the solution 
for one flow problem. 
The cause of the difficulty which was experienced with the grid 
for the single Mach reflection problem remains unknown, although it is 
believed to be related to the fact that this problem has no true steady-
state solution. This problem will, therefore, require further research. 
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APPENDIX: ANALYSIS OF THE GRID PROPAGATION TECHNIQUE 
AND ITS COUPLING TO THE GOVERNING EQUATIONS 
Consider the finite-difference representation of the strong con­
servation-law form of the Euler equations using MacCormack's scheme (21): 
predictor: 
(Iq)^ . (Iq)" - it ij[{(yX - Vn>^ + 
- - y|f + x^}"] A.l 
corrector: 
(Iq)"^' = l((Iq)™ + (Iq)" 
- At ] 
- At V^[{(x^y| - y,x*yq - y|f + x^^]) A.2 
where A^, are standard forward and backward finite-difference opera­
tors, respectively, on the Jl-index {i.e., Aj[({)] = - 4y)/Ag, Vj[*] 
= (())j - <J)j_i)/AÇ}. In order to gain precise repeatability of a uniform 
flow with such a scheme it is required that 
' j [ v ^ " ] - \ [ y f ] =v j [ y ^^ ] - v , [ y f  ] =o  
A j [< " ] -A , [ x f ] =V j [ x f  ] . v , [ x f ' ] =0  
and that l"*^ is obtained by solving the Jacobian identity equation with 
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the same finite-difference scheme used to difference the flow equations. 
That is, 
predictor: 
- AT A^[(x^y® - y^x|)"] A.5 
corrector: 
jn+l , l^jTi+r + i" _ At Vj[(y^x* - x^y^)^] 
- AT A.6 
An inspection of Equations A.1-A.6 reveals the use of two of each of the 
metric quantities which are denoted by superscripts a and b. Although 
the a-metrics and the b-metrics represent the same physical quantities, 
they need not be numerically equivalent. This idea is exploited in the 
following derivation. 
The conditions represented by Equations A.3 and A.4 always exist 
for a general geometry. They imply that the b-metrics should be evalu­
ated so as to provide cancellation. This requires that 
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x f  .  & j [ x " ]  ,  .  V j [ « ^ ]  
The determination of"how the a-metrics should be computed is not such a 
simple matter. The condition represented by Equations A.5 and A.6 
assumes the constraint that the quantities 
(y,< - (V| -
in Equation A.5 and 
<Vn - Vn'™' '"/î - • 
in Equation A.6 are identical to their counterparts in Equations A.l 
and A.2 respectively. However, nothing has been said about the evalua­
tion of the individual quantities x^, y^, x®, y®, x|, y|. Clearly the 
determination of the a-metrics requires that the grid point coordinate 
field (x,y) be known. Suppose, then, that (x,y)"^^ is determined by 
some scheme to be decided later. Suppose further that a test Jacobian, 
Ig, is.defined as 
- «k[x"*']«j[y"+'] A.7 
where 6^ denotes the central difference operator on the &-index. It is 
correct to require that the value of computed from Equations A.5 
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and A.6 is in good agreement with the value of the test Jacobian. Thus 
it is required that 
E •= lllf - 5 -
where e is a small number. The order of e is controlled by two methods. 
First, the value of is controlled by the scheme used to obtain 
(x,y)"*^. Second, the value of is dependent upon the manner in 
which the a-metrics are computed. Define E = Then E = ||Ê|| 
and by substituting Equations A.5-A.7, Ê is written as 
Ê  =  - 1 "  
+ ^  aj[(y^dk x - x^d|^ y )" ] 
+ ^ A^ECx^Dj y - y^Dj X )" ] A.8 
where the difference operators for the a-metrics, Dj, D|^, ïïj, Dj^, are to 
be determined. Since only the local error between and is of 
interest, it is correct to set l" = Ig and analyze the error obtained in 
only one step. In addition, suppose the coordinate field (x,y)"*^ is 
obtained with the Euler predictor-modified Euler corrector scheme: 
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predictors: 
= x" + AT x" 
A.9 
= y" + AT y" 
correctors : 
= |(x" + x"^ + at xfT) 
y"+' = l<y" + yair + A, 
then noting that S^[x" + f^xj + = «^[x"] + f^nKJ + 
Equation A.8 is rewritten as 
Ê = + ^j[x; ] t ^ j[xf^])t6K[y"] 
+  ^ f c C y ;  ] + -  ( « k t x " ]  ^  
+ ^k[xf^])t6j[y" ] + ^j[y; ] + ^j[yf^]} 
+ A|fv.[yf%^[x^]] . 7j[x^D^[y^] ] 
+ V^[xf%j[y^]]- vJyfÎDjCx^] ] 
+ Aj[yX[x"]]- Aj[xX[y"]] 
+ A,[x;D.[y"]]- A^[y;Dj[x"]]) 
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which, after multiplying the quantities in braces and cpllecting terms, 
yields 
-
+ - 7j[x^k[y^]] 
+ VJxfÏDj[y^]] - [x^] ] 
+ Aj[y%[x'']]-&j[x%[y"]] 
* \[*?°jCy"]]- ^^kK^jCx"]]) 
- «j[x;]\[yf^] + «3^f]\[y;] 
+ «j[xf^]«k[y^] - «k[x;]«j[yf^] 
Examination of the first order term reveals the existence of the quan 
tities (x,y)"* which are now replaced with the use of Equation A.9. 
The result is 
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+ 7j[y;*'ôk[x"]] - îjK^XCy"]] 
+ Vk[xf%j[y"]] - v,[yf%.[x"]] 
+ AjCyXL*"]] - ij[<\[y"]] 
+ \[<iij[y"]] - \[y>j[x"]])' 
+ «j[<]\[y^] + «j[K^]«k[y;] 
- - «k[*;+']Sj[y;'^] 
+ "kA[y;]]-^k[^f:j[<D) A." 
However, the terms involving the undetermined operators, Dj, D^, ïï^, ïï|^, 
are of the form or A&[(AB)&] which, upon expansion, become 
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or 
\[Vii] = + A,(V,[BJ) 
A.11 
^a[vj ~ 
where S^ is the shift operator on the £-index. Also recognizing that 
the terms x"*^, may be replaced by their Taylor expansions, 
j^n+l - x" + A? x"^ + O(AT^) 
yH+L = Y" + AT Y"^ + O(AT^) 
Equation A.10 becomes 
E = ^{2(6j[x"]6|^[y;] - «j[y;]«k[x"] 
- - Ak[y;]s;[Oj[x"] ] 
+ v,[x;]s-[ô.[/]]. A,[x;]sj[Dj[y"]] 
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+ y>j[Uk[x"3].ijK[x"]] 
+ xXPj[y"]]+\[Cj[y"]] 
+^2(«j[x;]\[y;] - «j[y;]\[x;]) 
+ «k[y"]«j[x;,]-^jKA[/]] 
-\[x"]«j[y;,] + Vj[y;5,[x'']] 
- «j[y"]«k[4] - "k[%[:<"]} 
+ O(At^) 
At this point the operators, Dj, D|^, ïïj, ÏÏ|^, are chosen to make the 
first order term identically zero. This is accomplished by setting 
" Sk*j 
•^k Sj6k 
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Dk = A.13 
For example, the first line of Equation A.12 becomes 
which simplifies to 
("k - \ - V KhL""] 
since = 1. But the operator (26^ - V% - A|^) is the null operator. 
That is, 
(26% - Vk - 6k)[*] = (*k+i - <t>k_i) - (<l>k - *k-l) - (*k+l - '('k) 
= 0 for any function, (}>. 
This result holds for the first four lines of Equation A.12. The last 
two lines of the first order term are similar to each other in form. 
For example, the quantity inside parentheses in the last line of this 
term is written as 
upon substitution of Equation A.13. Since = Aj^ and = V|^, the 
two positive terms in this expression are simplified to 
AkC f j [ / " ] ] +  ( 4  +  Vk ) [G j [ y " ]  ]  
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which becomes simply 2<S|^[5j[y"]]. Similarly, the negative terms simpli­
fy to -25j[5|^[y"]]. Since the operators 5j,6^ commute, these two terms 
cancel identically. In a similar fashion the remaining line of the 
first order term of Equation A.12 can be shown to be identically zero. 
Thus, E is at most O('AT^) provided the proper choice is made for the 
operators, Dj, Dj, Dj^, TJj^. Substitution of Equation A.13 into the re­
mainder of Equation A.12 yields 
Î = ^2(6j[x;]6k[y;] - 6j[y;]6k[x;]) 
+ O(At^) A.14 
With the use of Equation A.11, Equation A.14 is rewritten as 
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Ê " T-(2(6j[x"]6|j[y"] - 6j[y"]«|([*"]) 
+ 7 j [ y ; ] « k [ < ] + ]  
^ \[x;]«j[y;] ^  «X[«j[y;] ] 
-vj[<]%[y;]-x;^jK[y;]] 
. -O jK [x " ] ] - y ! ;A [ ^ j [ x " ] ]  
+ O(At') A.15 
Now with the introduction of two new operators, Q^, T; 
Ot = <1 - 9% 
T = 6|(«j - Aj«k 
and the collection and reorganization of terms. Equation A.15 becomes 
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t - - y^TD»;]' + x;^T[y"] - y:^T[x"] 
- - ^j[^;]?k[<]) 
+ 6j[x"]Qfc[>;^] - 6k[x"]Qj[y;,]} 
+ O(AT^) 
It is a simple matter to show that T = 0(AÇ,ATI), QJ = 0(AÇ), and Q|^ = 
0(An). In addition the quantities with the form Aj[(j>]A(,[i|;] - Vj[<|)]V|^ 
are easily shown to be 0(AÇ,An). As a result, the local error, E, be 
tween l"*^ and Ig*^ reduces to 
E = 0(AT^,AÇAT^,AnAT^) 
This completes the derivation and at this point a summary of the two 
major results is given. First, the coordinate field (x,y)"^^ may be 
obtained with the Euler predictor-modified Euler corrector scheme re­
peated here. 
predictors : 
J^N+L = X" + AT X" 
T 
yfi+r = y" + A? 
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correctors: 
/+! . ^tx" + + AT xf^) 
,"+1 . !(," + ySTT + At y?+T, A.16 
Second, the a-metrics appearing in Equations A.1-A.2 and A.5-A.6 are 
computed by the formulae; 
<" ' 5-S,[x"] . xf ' = s;6,[x^] 
xf = s-a.[x"] . xf = sîa.[x^] 
The employment of these two results provides assurance that any grid re­
sulting from the application of Equation A.16 will be properly represent­
ed by the integrated Jacobian value obtained from Equations A.5-A.6, 
thus a necessary consistency is achieved. 
Thus far, the problem of determining the grid point speeds, x", y", 
, y"^^, for use in Equations A.1-A.2, A.5-A.6, and A.16 has been 
avoided. This problem is now addressed. 
Suppose the coordinate field (x,y)" satisfies the equations 
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G"[x] . 0 , 6"[y]= 0 
where G" is just some operator (nonlinear in general) used for determin 
ing (x,y)". Further suppose that it is desirable to have (x,y)^*^ sat­
isfying 
G"+'[x] = ci , = ej 
where Eg are as close to zero as possible. Then provided that G is 
of such a nature that (x^,y^)" and may be determined by re­
quiring G"[X] = 0,  G"[y] = 0 and G^^[x] = 0, G""*"^[y] = 0 respectively, 
the operator G"^^ may be expressed as 
Now, since (x,y)" is that coordinate field satisfying G"[X] = 0, G"[y] = 
0, and (x^,y^)", (x^,y^)^ are obtained by requiring G!J[X] = 0, G"[y] = 
0, and g"^^[X] = 0, G^^[y] = 0 respectively, then (x,y)"*^ must satisfy 
G"+^[X] = O(AT^) ,  G"+^[Y] = O(AT^) 
Thus EJ, EG 0(AT ) which is quite satisfactory. If the operator, G, 
is taken to be the one introduced by Thompson, Thames, and Mastin (6) 
then 
+ I^{P(T.ç,N)|ç + Q(T,Ç.TI)|^} 
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where 
and 
2 2 a = x' + y„ 
n n 
B . * y^y„ 
2 2 
y = xç + yç 
g2 g2 g2 
«T~2 • •*• ^TTT 
8Ç 9n 
+ (I^P^ f 2IP!^)|Ç +  ( l \  +  21QI^ ) | ;  
.2 3 .2 8 .2_2 
+ i^{P(T,g,n)âp- * Q(T'S'ii)a^} 
Substitution of 
^ = h^\K + (xTlgXn •*• + (^T)g^n 
Tr = ZxGfXtiG + ZyGCyrig 
and collecting terms yields 
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. 2Iyç(F|ç[.] + q|^[.])HM„ 
' $[-] • ifea 
+ 2I*ç(p||-[.] + Q|;[.])}(y^)^ 
' $[-] - % 6" 
' " 2ix^(p|ç[-] + i)§q[-])Ky^)g 
Now suppose (x,y)" are known. Then application of Equation A.17 to 
both X and y yields two linear coupled partial differential equations 
in the dependent variables (x^,y^)". The variable coefficients are 
computable as various combinations of the metrics and their spatial 
variations. Application of a finite-difference approximation to these 
equations results in a set of linear algebraic equations to which a 
direct solution may be obtained. Equation A.17 is also applicable to 
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(x,y)"^^ which yields the speeds (x^.y^)*^. The correct boundary 
condition for Equation A.17 is that Cx^,y^} be specified at all boundary 
points. This is a natural boundary condition since boundaries are typ­
ically walls, bodies, shocks, etc., whose speed is either known or may 
be determined. 
